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W E L C O M E  T O
T H E  M E D I A  M E T H O D

Introduction
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
IT ’S TIME TO SHARE YOUR MESSAGE WITH THE MASSES.

We created this program because the top questions we are both asked 
about our careers are: How did you get all that media coverage? 
How did you get onto those shows? How’d you land that magazine 
feature? 

Media has been an incredible tool we have used to build our personal 
brands and businesses - and we’re excited to share all the secrets 
we’ve learned with you in this program. The truth is, you don’t need 
an expensive PR agency to land you dreamy press that can grow 
your business, expand your reach, and open the door to so many new 
opportunities. Both of us got our first “big breaks” in our ear ly 20s 
without agencies and without using traditional PR methods. Do 
you think the media were lining up at our doors to feature us when 
we were young and just getting started? Absolutely not. Regardless 
of where you are in building your business, you absolutely can, and 
should, start getting press at any stage.

Media can seem like the highlight reel or glamorous side of building 
your business, but in reality it ’s a very important foundational tool 
to “going pro” and getting to the next level.
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WHY DO YOU NEED TO GO AFTER MEDIA COVERAGE NOW?

Here’s our simple answer:

Media is an incredible tool for the 4 “Cs”...and one very important “B”:

 » Build your CREDIBILITY

 » Build your COMMUNITY

 » Build your CUSTOMER BASE

 » Build your CONFIDENCE

 » And, build that elusive BUZZ!

Media placement is also one of the only PERMANENT forms of 
marketing. Once you’ve been featured in Forbes, that experience will be 
with you (and your business) for life.

Through The Media Method, we’ ll be your personal media coaches 
who will teach you how to get that big break and gain the recognition 
that helps you to be seen as a thought leader and go-to expert in your 
industry.
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H O W  T O  U S E  T H I S 
P R O G R A M
We designed this program to help you fast-track getting your story 
shared in the media. And we created a curriculum that will grow 
with your experiences, too. Whether you’re brand new to pitching 
or a seasoned pro, we encourage you to approach the course with a 
beginner ’s mindset. The media landscape continues to change, and so 
we are sharing all of the latest strategies that have worked for us, our 
c lients, and our peers.

We encourage you to use this program in the way that feels most 
organic to you, and to dive into the modules that resonate with you 
the most. Work through the materials at your own pace, in whatever 
sequence you wish. Of course we ordered the modules in the way we 
did for a reason, to give you a tr ied-and-true blueprint for success, 
and we have some additional suggestions on how to get started in 
the program based on where you are in your experience with media:

MEDIA NEWBIE  (never been featured in any media before) :

If  you’re brand new to the media world, your top priorities will  be to:

 » Gain clarity on what you’ ll be pitching

 » Determine what media outlets are right for you

 » Get into the “media mindset ”

 » Bust through any mental blocks you have to reaching out
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MEDIA PRO  (been featured in a few smal ler  publ icat ions or  shows, 
and want to get  into the mainstream):

If  you’re an author or thought leader who’s  received media coverage in the 
past, and are looking to take it to the next level, we’re going to help you:

 » Prepare your site for growth

 » Get into the right mindset for a big break through

MEDIA MOGUL  (you’re a media regular  who’s  ready for 
skyrocketing growth) :

If  you’re a media pro who wants to keep getting consistent coverage and 
break into even bigger markets, your focus will  be to:

 » Recognize your upper limit and how to break through 

 » Reverse engineer what it takes to be on your dream show

 » Write a pitch that gets the YES

 » Find the right contact for your dream show or publication
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P R  P L AY B O O K  G L O S S A R Y
We recognize that if you don’t come from a media background, 
some of the terms we are using may leave you wondering what we’re 
talking about! We recommend you review the list of media terms and 
other speciality words below to help you feel “ in the know” as you 
work through the course. 

BEAT  - Beat reporters and journalists are assigned a particular area of 
interest (such as health, business, sports) and report on these topics.

B-ROLL  - B-Roll is supplemental footage of visuals that help to tell 
the story, and are usually run in a video with voice-overs. 

EFT (EMOTIONAL FREEDOM TECHNIQUE)  - EF T is a healing modality 
based on the energy principles of acupuncture, without the use of 
needles. By tapping on the nine meridian points in the body you’re 
able to confront limiting beliefs and help move “stuck energy ” within 
the body.

GREEN ROOM  - A green room is the place that you wait and get 
prepped in the final moments before you go on-air on a show.

MASTHEAD  - A masthead is usually one page of information from a 
newspaper, magazine, or other publication that lists everyone who’s 
involved in the creation of that particular media, inc luding their job 
functions/titles and contact info.

MEDIA OUTLET  - Media outlets are distribution channels for news 
and stories such as newspapers, magazines, radio, television, and the 
Internet. 

MUDRA  - Mudras are positions of the body that have some kind of 
influence on the energies of the body, or your mood. Mostly the 
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hands and fingers are held in some position, but the whole body may 
be part of the mudra as well.

PR  - PR is an abbreviation for public relations. In short, it ’s 
managing your image to the public. Merriam-Webster defines PR as, 
“the activity of providing information about a particular person or 
organization to the public so that people will regard that person or 
organization in a favorable way.”

PITCH  - A media pitch is a short-and-sweet communication (usually 
an email) that you send to a journalist or producer to capture their 
attention. The pitch is used to introduce yourself, the product or 
service you want to share with their audience, and to explain how 
you can help.

PRE-INTERVIEW  - A pre-interview is an interview you do with a 
producer or member of a television production team in anticipation 
of the on-camera interview. 

PRESS RELEASE  - A press release is an official statement that shares 
details about a newsworthy aspect of your business or service. A 
press release answers the who, what, where, when, why, and how 
aspects of your business. It inc ludes quotes from notable people in 
your organization that the media can use if publishing your story.

PUBLICITY STUNT  - A publicity stunt is a planned event designed to 
attract the public's attention to the event's organizers or their cause. 

We’re honored to be your guides as you get your message in the 
media. As you work through the program, we’d love to hear 

about your progress via social media.

Tweet or Instag ram us @nataliemacneil  @gwenelliot.


